
MagicTrim has two hydraulic connections (“A” and “B”): for 
better installation layout you can choose the place of your 
hydraulic connections in the upper side of the cylinder or 
in the lower side. 

system and you need to change the length of the sheet to 
permit the sail to be furled.

 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

You can calculate the overall length of your Magic Trim, the dryweight and the working pressure of the cylinder filling the 
form below (in blue an example).

On our websiste there is also a very simple program to 
choose your model and to have these basic data about you 
Magic Trim.

The Magic Trim is available also with double fixed pulley. 
You need the double pulley option when you have a furling 
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MAGIC 50  529 6,7 0,0072 0,1996

MAGIC 60  532  8,2 0,0080  0,1388

MAGIC 70  595 10,2 0,0115  0,1020

MAGIC 80 7800 mm 1950 644 4554 mm 16,0 0,0119 39,25 kg 1800 0,0781 141 bar

MAGIC 90  766 24,6 0,0205  0,0617

MAGIC 100  797 28,7 0,0235  0,0500  

MAGIC 110  800 30,7 0,0286  0,0413  

MAGIC 120  801 35,2 0,0331  0,0347

MAGIC 130  884 46,5 0,0407  0,0296

MAGIC 140  976 53,5 0,0441 0,0255  

MAGIC 150 1014 66,6 0,0492  0,0222

Double fixed pulleySingle fixed pulley

The buckling length is one of the Magic Trim size selec-
tion. Here is a simple procedure to calculate the effective 
mainsheet stroke and therefore the minimum Magic Trim 
stroke required.
You need to know only two things:
- the effective main sheet stroke 
- the maximum load on mainsheet

Follow this easy example to calculate your mainsheet stroke:
d   = distance between sheet and mast
b   = distance between boom and deck
α   = back spread angle
β   = effective maximum mainsail angle
 (ex: α -10° to avoid any contact between mainsail 

and cross-trees)

You have to calculate first of all the “a” length:

the “c” dimension:

And the effective sheet stroke
s = c – b
Suppose to have d=10m, b=2.5m and β =60° you calculate:
a = d = 10m
c = 10.3m
s = 7.8 m

Now put this sheet length and the maximum load on sheet 
into this diagram and found out which is the size your Mag-
ic Trim for mainsheet. 

 HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR MAGIC TRIM FOR MAINSHEET
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Example: effective mainsheet stroke s = 7.8 meters, load 
on sheet  of 1800kg  ->   Your Magic Trim is:  MT_90_1850  
(90mm of bore, 7.8/4=1950mm of stroke)
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